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BAND SPREAD EFFECT OF A DOPPLER MISS DISTANCE
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Anthony S. Hu
Physical Science Laboratory
New Mexico State University

Summary. — Single path Doppler missile scoring systems encounter band spread
problem at short miss distances. This paper examines the band spread effect by using a
computer simulation method and a hardware-in-the-loop simulation method. Results of
both methods are compared.

Introduction. — Single path Doppler miss distance measurement systems have been used
for missile scoring exercises for decades. Their scoring capability has also been fully
demonstrated in actual flights. However, as the guidance and control system accuracy
improves, the demand for scoring very short misses also increases. This requires a receiver
bandwidth much broader than the apparent Doppler frequency. It is the purpose of this
paper to examine the band spread effect under short miss conditions using computer and
hardware methods.

Radio signal received by a missile intercepter from a cw emanating target consists of two
parts as shown in the equation

(1)

where a(t) is the signal strength, fo is the transmitter cw frequency, 2o is the arbitrary initial
phase, and fD(t) is the Doppler frequency [1] which is expressed as

(2)

where v is the relative intercept velocity, c is the wave propagation velocity, d is the miss
distance, and to is the time at the point of closest approach. Thus information gathered
from fD(t) can be used to reduce the data of v, d, and to.



Two methods are used in this study: the computer simulation and the hardware-in-the-loop
simulation. Results of both methods are compared.

Computer Method. — The computer simulation model is shown in Fig. 1. With given
transmitting frequency fo, intercept (relative) velocity v, and miss distance d, the Doppler
frequency fD(t) is generated by using Eq.(2). The signal amplitude a(t) is obtained by
programming the space attenuation according to the intercept configuration.

Fig. 1.  Computer simulation model.



As indicated in Eq.(1), fD(t) and a(t) modulate the frequency and amplitude of the carrier fo

respectively, where e(t) is the actual radio signal received at the intercepter. This signal,
e(t), is Fourier transformed from time-domain into frequency-domain [2], and F(f) contains
both the magnitude spectrum and the phase spectrum. F'(f) is obtained by weighing F(f) by
the receiver transfer function. The inverse Fourier transform then brings the signal from
frequency-domain F'(f) back into the time-domain e'(t). The frequency, or number of zero
crossings per unit time, of e'(t) is counted to obtain the reduced fD' (t), which is then
submitted to a least-squares fit to determine v', d', and to'. Figure 2 shows the band spread
effect due to short misses (low d/v values) at high velocities, where fm is the apparent
Doppler frequency fov/c. Figure 3 shows the band spread effect at various velocities for a
fixed 100-ft miss distance.

The computer simulation results are summarized in Table 1. The input data include the
miss distance d, the intercept velocity v, the normalized time d/v, the receiver bandwidth
response, and the signal strength.

Fig. 2.  Band spread effect for v=40 kft/sec.



Table 1.  Summary of computer results.



The output data consist of four parts: (1) the model with flat receiver bandwidth (twice the
Doppler frequency fov/c, where fo is the transmitting frequency and c is the wave
propagation velocity); (2) the model with modified bandwidth only; (3) the model with
modified signal strength only; and (4) the model with both modified bandwidth and signal
strength. In each output case, the computed miss distance d' in feet and its percentage error
with respect to the model, and the total variation EF2 of the normalized Eq.(2) smoothing
process are listed. The value of F is the normalized data point deviation.

Hardware Method. — The hardware simulation model is shown in Fig. 4. A source is
both AM and FM modulated by two function generators. The FM modulator simulates the
intercept Doppler frequency according to Eq.(2) and the AM modulator simulates the
space attenuation during an intercept. A special receiver is used to receive and count the
Doppler frequencies. Digital computer programs are then used to reduce the data of
relative velocity, miss distance, and time of closest approach. The analysis is concentrated
on short misses because they cause wider band spread than those at long misses.

It was shown in the computer simulation that the AM dominates the radio wave frequency
spectrum; thus the system error is also dominated by the AM modulation. However, in the
case of hardware simulation, the system error is solely dominated by the FM modulation
due to the intercept geometry.

Test results of the hardware simulation are listed in Table 2 and the computer results are
listed in Table 1. An immediate observation by comparing these two tables is that the
hardware simulation has much smaller errors than the computer simulation errors. This
interesting result is caused by the limiting effect of the high gain receiver. The signal
amplitude is clipped to a limited level as long as the signal is above the received receiver
threshold. As a result of this phenomenon, the system accuracy is improved.

Conclusions. — Computer simulation results indicated that the receiver bandwidth
requirement is not critical. This is because the Doppler frequency spectrum is dominated
by the receiver signal strength fluctuations. The intercept algorithm was developed under
the assumptions that the velocity v, the transmitting frequency fo, the wave propagation
velocity c, and the miss distance d are constants. However, in the case of a large miss,
when the elapsed time becomes long, the velocity may change sufficiently to negate this
assumption. The velocity can then be approximated as a first- or second-order power
series. This also requires more data points to fit the equation, but fortunately, a long miss
always provides more data points than a short miss.



Fig. 4.  Hardware simulation model.



Case
No.

Input Data(3) Results

d,ft V
Kft/sec

AM dBm(2) d,ft )d,% V
Kft/sec

)V,%

1
2
3
4
5
6

5
10

100
1000

100
100

40
40
40
40
30
20

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

-14
-20
-40
-60
-40
-40

4.87
10.34
98.40
N/A
N/A
N/A

-2.60
3.40

-1.60
N/A
N/A
N/A

38.868
39.181
40.360

N/A
N/A
N/A

-2.83
-2.05
0.90
N/A
N/A
N/A

(1) Signal strengths correspond to those listed in Table 1.
(2) Attenuation corresponds to the signal at 3 miss distances away along the traverse

line.
(3) Intercepts are between 3 miss distances before and after the point-of-closest-

approach.

Table 2.  Summary of hardware results.

The results of the computer model analysis showed the errors were larger than the results
obtained by hardware simulation. This is due to the high gain receiver limiting property.
However, hardware simulation results are consistent with the computer analysis results
otherwise.
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